Leviton gfci receptacle wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of leviton gfci receptacle wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined traditional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of the
circuit as simplified forms, as well as the power and signal links in between the tools. A wiring
diagram normally gives information about the loved one position as well as plan of devices and
terminals on the tools, to aid in structure or servicing the gadget. A photographic diagram
would reveal much more information of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram makes use
of an extra symbolic symbols to highlight interconnections over physical look. A wiring diagram
is often made use of to repair troubles as well as to make sure that all the links have actually
been made and also that everything exists. Collection of leviton gfci receptacle wiring diagram.
Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image.
A wiring diagram is a sort of schematic which utilizes abstract photographic symbols to reveal
all the interconnections of parts in a system. Wiring diagrams are comprised of two points:
signs that represent the parts in the circuit, and also lines that represent the connections
between them. For that reason, from wiring diagrams, you understand the family member area
of the parts as well as exactly how they are connected. Circuitry diagrams generally shows the
physical placement of components as well as links in the built circuit, but not always in logic
order. It stresses on the format of the wires. Schematics emphasize on exactly how circuits
work logically. To check out a wiring diagram, first you have to understand what basic elements
are included in a wiring diagram, and also which pictorial signs are used to represent them. The
usual aspects in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, wire as well as link, result tools,
switches, resistors, logic gateway, lights, etc. A line stands for a cable. Wires are utilized to
attach the components together. There need to be a legend on the wiring diagram to tell you
what each shade suggests. A collection circuit is a circuit in which parts are linked along a
solitary course, so the present circulations via one part to get to the next one. In a collection
circuit, voltages add up for all parts linked in the circuit, and currents are the very same through
all elements. A good wiring diagram should be practically proper and clear to review. Take
treatment of every detail. The layout should show the proper instructions of the positive and
also unfavorable terminals of each component. Make use of the ideal symbols. Learn the
meanings of the fundamental circuit signs and also pick the correct ones to make use of. A few
of the symbols have really close look. You should have the ability to discriminate prior to using
them. Attract linking cables as straight lines. Make use of a dot to show line junction, or use line
jumps to suggest cross lines that are not attached. Tag elements such as resistors and also
capacitors with their values. Make certain the text positioning looks tidy. By code, the number
of conductors allowed in a box are limited depending on box size and wire gauge. Calculate
total conductors allowed in a box before adding new wiring, etc. Check local regulations for
restrictions and permit requirements before beginning electrical work. The user of this
information is responsible for following all applicable regulations and best practices when
performing electrical work. If the user is unable to perform electrical work themselves, a
qualified electrician should be consulted. How to Read These Diagrams. This page contains
wiring diagrams for ground fault circuit interrupter gfci receptacles. Included are diagrams for
multiple gfci's, a protected standard duplex receptacle, and a protected light fixture. Wiring for a
switch and gfci receptacle in the same box is also shown. To wire a gfci circuit breaker see this
link and wire a gfci switch combo at this link. This diagram illustrates wiring a GFCI receptacle
and light switch in the same outlet box, a common arrangement in a bathroom with limited
space. The hot source is spliced to the LINE terminal on the receptacle and to one terminal on
the light switch. The neutral and ground wires are spliced together and run to each device in the
circuit. This wiring provides single-location gfci protection. The light and switch are not
protected by the gfci receptacle. This gfci wiring provides protection to a duplex receptacle
outlet at the end of the series. By connecting the load terminals on the last gfci, the wall outlet
at the end is protected and can be used just as if it were one of the gfci receptacles. One ground
fault circuit interrupter at the beginning of the circuit can be used in the same way to protect
multiple, subsequent wall outlets in a row as illustrated in the diagram below. This diagram
illustrates the wiring for multiple ground fault circuit interrupter receptacles with an unprotected
duplex receptacle at the end of the circuit. The load terminals on the gfci are not used and the
last receptacle is wired directly to the circuit source. With this wiring each gfci provides
single-location protection and the last outlet in the series is not protected from ground faults.
This diagram illustrates the wiring for a circuit with 2 gfci receptacles followed by a light and
switch. By connecting the switch to the load terminals on the last gfci, the switch and light are
protected against ground faults as well. This gfci wiring method may be found in a bathroom or
kitchen where the switch may be near a water source. This diagram illustrates the wiring for a
circuit with 2 gfci receptacles followed by an unprotected light and switch. The light switch
terminal is connected directly to the source coming from the circuit. Using this wiring method,

the light circuit is not protected from ground faults. How to Read These Diagrams This page
contains wiring diagrams for ground fault circuit interrupter gfci receptacles. GFCI Receptacle
in a Series with an Unprotected Outlet This diagram illustrates the wiring for multiple ground
fault circuit interrupter receptacles with an unprotected duplex receptacle at the end of the
circuit. GFCI Wiring Method with an Unprotected Light This diagram illustrates the wiring for a
circuit with 2 gfci receptacles followed by an unprotected light and switch. Email Print. Home
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Jacks CSS. Switch Watts, V AC. Peace of mind, all the time. Designed to meet the latest UL
standard for auto-monitoring self-test our complete line of self-test GFCIs periodically conduct
an automatic internal test to confirm that it can respond to a ground fault. If the self-test
sequence determines there is a potential loss of protection the GFCI will need to take specific
actions such as tripping or providing an indication to alert end users. The terms are
interchangeable and mean the same thing. No, as long as the outlet is not worn and you have
conducted the manual test to ensure it is providing protected power. If you are doing a
renovation or are looking to upgrade your older GFCIs, the self-test models do add an additional
layer of protection. All other wallbox mounted GFCIs provide visual indication only. The only
way to tell is to press the "test" button and then the "reset" button. If the Leviton self-test has
conducted a self-test and everything has checked out OK the indicator light will be green. If the
indicator light is either not on or red you should conduct a manual test immediately. My List.
Product Features. Single receptacle GFCI with switch saves space and adds convenience.
Terminals allow for easy wiring options â€” back and side wire capable. External back wire
clamps provide visual indication of proper wire seating. Withstands high torque and resists wire
pullout. Standard brass self-grounding clip. Trip threshold meets or exceeds UL requirements
for tripping time. Improved immunity to high-frequency noise reduces nuisance tripping.
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